Question: Is it possible to do a quick walk through of the process for entering information what
is required to complete a new registration?
Answer: The walkthrough can be viewed by watching the PPSM Registry training video:
https://dl.cyber.mil/trn/cx-player/player/index.html?v=ppsm-registry
Question: How often are the TAG representative lists updated?
Answer: Quarterly
Question: How would a network be registered if it was marked as zone D but does classified
processing and not a test/dev network, but production and non-DISN connected?
Answer: Zone D’s are not registered with DoD PPSM.
Question: Does internal have to register with PPS?
Answer: Yes
Question: I have a PPSM Request Form Template, is it current or outdated?
Answer: The document may be specific to your organization. E-mail the document to the PPSM
team and we will work with you to see if it should be used or not.
Question: Is there an annual assessment/reassessment of PPS being used?
Answer: The CAL is reviewed monthly.
Question: For IL4 and IL5 CSO, does the mission owner do the PPS or can it be completed
ahead of time?
Answer: Guidance can be found in the Cloud Computer SRG
(https://dl.cyber.mil/cloud/pdf/Cloud_Computing_SRG_v1r3.pdf)
Question: What are the local boundaries?
Answer: 9-14 and 16
Question: Do you need to register ports and protocols for commercial cloud services as part of
the PA process?
Answer: Yes
Question: How long does it take to get CLSA approve?
Answer: Once the completed CLSA is received by DoD PPSM and receipt is confirmed, the
CLSA will be placed on the PPSM CAL at the end of the month.
Question: Can PPSM entries be managed by contractors?
Answer: Yes

Question: Can bulk updates be made by end users, or is that still restricted to PPSM team?
Answer: If you have registry access, you can use the Web interface to complete our registration.
There is also an offline spreadsheet that you can use.
Question: When submitting a CLSA, does the application name on form have to match the
registry?
Answer: Yes
Question: If connecting to another system within AWS GovCloud, is that still considered an
internal connection?
Answer: If cloud is being left than yes they are consider external. Not leaving the cloud it is
internal.
Question: What is the naming convention for CLSA? I have seen CLSA on CAL as Component
- application - Data service
Answer: Component-Vendor-Application-Data Service (DISA-CISCO-UCM-TFTP)
Question: What point does the mission partner receive the PPSM tracking identifier?
Answer: The PPSM identifier is created when the PPSM registration is created within the PPSM
Registry.
Question: Can a CSLA be submitted as an emergency or is it a temporary/emergency exception?
Answer: The CSLA’s are under the purview of the AO and PPS Representative.
Question: Does a site have to do anything special to add IPv6 to their network?
Answer: The PPSM Registry is set up to accept IPv6 entries.
Question: Does the system need to be registered within the PPSM registry if the local network
does not use the DoD Information Network?
Answer: The impact to the DoD Information Network and other networks is the determining
factor if the system needs to be registered within the PPSM Registry. Guidance can be found
within DoDI 8551.01.
Question: Who submits a request for a DoDIN waiver?
Answer: JFHQ-DODIN or the DSAWG Representative
Question: Is the cloud model taken into account in the PPSM registration process in order for
mission partners to choose between IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS?
Answer: The cloud model is not yet configured in the PPSM Registry. The Cloud Computing
SRG provides guidance.

Question: What is the process for connecting via the Common Mission Network Transport
(CMNT) Program?
Answer: The Connection Approval Office can provide assistance for the CMNT Program. Their
website is https://cyber.mil/connect/connection-approval/.
Question: Is there a Govcloud Cloud Access Point from NIPR? If so, is there a POC for
registering with it?
Answer: DISA maintains the Cloud Access Point between NIPRNet and an off-premise cloud
service. BCAP for NIPRNet and an off-premise cloud service. ICAP for NIPRNet and an onpremise cloud service.
Question: Does the evote need to be unanimous?
Answer: No, but any issues raised w/ non-concur votes will be addressed
Question: Is there a written definition of management traffic?
Answer: Yes, link is:
https://disa.deps.mil/org/RE4/RE42/PPSM/External/Knowledge_Service/Program%20Informatio
n/Guidance/PPSM_Functional_Capabilities_Definitions.pdf

